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Jim co-founded Mediate.com in 1996 and served as CEO of Mediate.com through June 
2020 (25 years).  During Jim’s tenure, Mediate.com received the American Bar Association’s 
2010 Institutional Problem Solver Award.  Before Mediate.com, Jim founded The Mediation 
Center in Eugene, Oregon in 1983 and served as Executive Director of the Academy of Family 
Mediators (AFM) from 1987 to 1993. Jim was also the first President and Executive Director 
of the Oregon Mediation Association (1985-86). Jim’s undergraduate degree is in psychology 
from Stanford University and his law degree is from the University of Oregon.
Jim has received the following awards: The Oregon Mediation Association’s 2003 Award for 
Excellence; The Oregon State Bar’s 2006 Sidney Lezak Award of Excellence; The Association 
for Conflict Resolution (ACR) 2007 John Haynes Distinguished Mediator Award; The 2012 
Academy of Professional Family Mediators (APFM) “Getting To Yes” Award; and The APFM’s 
first APFM Outstanding Mediator Award (2018).
In this keynote, Jim will discuss what has changed with online mediation, what is the same, 
and what the future may hold for online mediation and the field of mediation more generally.

Cameron Whitten (all pronouns) is a community activist, small business owner, and nonprofit 
executive. At the age of eighteen, Cameron worked themself out of youth homelessness in 
Portland and has spent the past decade giving back to the very same community that was 
here when they needed it most. They have a Bachelor’s of Economics from PSU and are an 
MBA student at Willamette University. Cameron recently served as the Executive Director of 
Q Center, and are the founder and CEO of racial justice nonprofit Brown Hope. They serve on 
the board of REACH CDC and Pioneer Courthouse Square.
Cameron’s keynote will focus on the power of social movements and how conflict resolution 
creates an ideal framework for healing from America’s oppressive history.



SAM IMPERATI, JD & DEVIN HOWINGTON, PhD 
OPEN PUBLIC SESSION 
 LAW: THE MEDIATOR’S  ROLE & WHAT PARTIES SHOULD CONSIDER
SATURDAY 11.7 | 9:00–10:20AM

Sam is the Executive Director of ICM resolutions, a NW-based national provider of dispute 
resolution services. He has been mediating and facilitating since 1992, and prior to that he 
served as a Judge Pro Tempore, Nike’s trial attorney, and he represented unions and indi-
viduals in private practice. 2006 – 2021 Best Lawyers in America - ADR. OSB & OMA Lezak 
Awards for mediation excellence. Standup comedy winner! B.A. from the University of Santa 
Clara and J.D. from UC Davis – King Hall.
Devin is a Senior ADR Associate at ICM resolutions. She received her PhD in Social Psychology 
and her Masters in Conflict and Dispute Resolution from the University of Oregon. Devin 
does family mediation and small claims mediation. She has also trained in the Racial Equity 
Facilitation program provided by Resolutions Northwest in Portland. Devin is knowledgeable 
about culturally sensitive practices in conflict resolution, understanding biases, interper-
sonal perception, and the psychology of conflict with a focus on cross-group dynamics and 
communication.
This interactive session is designed for members of the public and mediators to come 
together and talk about mediation, their respective roles, and resolving disputes in the 
shadow of the law. Our goal is for the participants to leave with a common understanding of 
how we can collectively use mediation to resolve disputes in a fair, efficient and collaborative 
way. We’ll cover mediator ethical standards, how to operationalize those standards, common 
legal issues such as the essential elements of a contract, typical small claims lawsuits, what 
legal relief is available, and how mediators manage legal information vs. legal advice.  There 
will be space for lots of discussion, so please bring your questions and perspectives on what to 
expect in mediation!
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MUSTAFA KASUBHAI, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
THE STAGES OF GRIEVING AS A MODEL FOR MEANINGFUL MEDIATION
SATURDAY 11.14 | 10:00–11:00AM

In 2018, Judge Kasubhai was appointed the United States District Court for the District of 
Orgon as a US Magistrate Judge. His early career included work in plaintiff’s civil practice and 
on the Oregon Workers Compensation Board. In 2007, Governor Kulongoski appointed him to 
serve as an Oregon State Circuit Court Judge in Lane County. Judge Kasubhai received his BS 
in business administration from UC Berkeley and JD from the University of Oregon School of 
Law in 1996.  Judge Kasubhai has made mediation of both civil and criminal cases a signifi-
cant part of his judicial service.
It is long observed that parties engaged in mediation are confronting a huge loss or change 
in their lives. The way parties behave in mediation are strikingly similar to the ways someone 
who has lost a loved one copes with the grief.  There are several “stages” of grieving. In 
particular, these stages are relevant in light of what our communities have been dealing 
with–from Black Lives Matter and our civil rights struggles of recent to the disruption of 
COVID-19. This keynote will describe them and translate those descriptors to the mediator’s 
world with thoughts on how a mediator might best respond to those different stages.  There 
are aspects of this model that have to also account for cultural differences.


